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In this paper, we report angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction data of molybdenum melting, measured
in a double-sided laser-heated diamond-anvil cell up to a pressure of 119 GPa and temperatures up
to 3400 K. The new melting temperatures are in excellent agreement with earlier measurements up
to 90 GPa that relied on optical observations of melting and in strong contrast to most theoretical
estimates. The X-ray measurements show that the solid melts from the bcc structure throughout the
reported pressure range and provide no evidence for a high temperature transition from bcc to a
close-packed structure, or to any other crystalline structure. This observation contradicts earlier
interpretations of shock data arguing for such a transition. Instead, the values for the Poisson ratios
of shock compressed Mo, obtained from the sound speed measurements, and the present X-ray
evidence of loss of long-range order suggest that the 210 GPa 共⬃4100 K兲 transition in the shock
experiment is from the bcc structure to a new, highly viscous, structured melt. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.3082030兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The phase diagram of molybdenum has become a controversial topic as the result of conflicting interpretations of
shockwave melting measurements,1 laser-heated diamondanvil cell 共DAC兲2共a兲,2共b兲,3,4 melting, theory, and computer
simulations.5–8 For example, the relevant data for Mo, taken
from the references,1,2共a兲,8 are plotted in Fig. 1 showing the
discrepancy between most of the theoretical melting curves
and the shock wave and DAC melting experiments. Chronologically, the narrative begins with shock experiments for
Mo, made in 1989 by Hixson et al.,1 in which two discontinuities in the longitudinal sound speed were detected. One
discontinuity is near 210 GPa 共⬃4100 K兲, and a second near
390 GPa 共⬃10 000 K兲. The first discontinuity has been interpreted as a bcc-hcp transition, and the second as hcp melting. While the pressures are measured, temperatures are calculated due to experimental limitations. Since the calculated
temperatures vary by more than 30% with theoretical models, for consistency we employ the temperatures first reported by Hixson et al.1 Subsequently, the Mo melting curve
was measured statically in a DAC to 90 GPa 共3180 K兲, by
heating the sample and observing a continuous speckled motion in the liquid2共a兲 and equally important, by the observation of distinct textural melt features 关see Fig. 1 in Ref. 2共a兲兴.
According to the DAC measurements, the low Mo melting
slope extrapolates to the first shock discontinuity near 210
GPa rather than the 390 GPa discontinuity. This caused some
debate since the 210 GPa point had been interpreted as a
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bcc-hcp transition. Because doubts have been raised regarding optical methods to detect melting in the DAC, we performed new experiments where melting is detected by X-ray
diffraction.
In Sec. II of this paper, we report new angle-dispersive
X-ray diffraction data of molybdenum melting, measured in
a double-sided laser-heated DAC up to a pressure of 119 GPa
and temperatures up to 3400 K. The observation of diffusive
scattering in the X-ray patterns and the subsequent recrystallization upon quenching confirm the earlier measurements
that relied on optical observations of the melt. The X-ray
measurements provide no evidence for a high temperature
transition from bcc to a close-packed structure or any other
crystalline structure. It should be pointed out that for most

FIG. 1. Mo melting and shock transition data. DAC melting, open circles
共Ref. 4兲 extended to 210 GPa 共small dashed line兲. Shock transitions
共crosses兲 共Ref. 1兲 and calculated Hugoniot 共solid curve兲 共Ref. 8兲. Calculated
melting curves of Ref. 5共dashed-dotted兲, and Ref. 6 共long dashes兲.
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speed measurements of Hixson et al.,1 that provide evidence
that the 210 GPa 共⬃4100 K兲 transition is from the bcc to a
noncrystalline state, and cannot be a bcc-hcp transition as
proposed. In fact, the Poisson ratios strongly suggest that the
210 GPa transition is an extension of the diamond-anvil
melting measurements. Both the new DAC experiments and
the reanalysis of the shock data provide new insight into the
high pressure phase diagram of this Mo.
Unusually low melting slopes have now been found in
all seven of the early transition metals studied,2共a兲 Mo, Ta, W,
Cr, Ti, V, and Y, indicating that the measurements for Mo are
not unique, but are characteristic of this class of metals. The
origin of these low melting temperatures has been attributed
to the presence in the liquid of tetrahedral and icosahedral
structures with short range order 共ISRO兲.3 In Sec. IV we
employ a free energy model that explains thermodynamically
how the local structures lower the melting temperatures and
influence the Mo phase diagram.
FIG. 2. Evolution of the Mo sample temperature at 81 GPa 共89 GPa after Pth
consideration兲 with increasing laser power. At temperatures of about 150 K
below melting 共appearance of diffuse x-ray scattering兲, rapid changes in the
position and intensity of the Mo peaks 共recrystallization兲 were observed.
The melting temperature was taken at the onset of the diffuse scattering.
From this point, temperatures rise slower with increasing laser power and
fluctuate.

materials studied in the laser-heated diamond cell, optical
methods to detect melting have shown excellent agreement
in the melting temperatures with accurate low pressure measurements, shock experiments and theory 共alkali halides,9,10
metals,11–16 etc.兲. In Sec. III, we report values for the Poisson
ratios of shock compressed Mo, obtained from the sound

II. X-RAY DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS

The X-ray measurement data reported here are from five
different runs. Disks or grains of molybdenum with 99.99%
purity 共Aldrich, Prod. Nr. 366986兲, 15– 25 m in diameter,
and 10 m thickness were loaded into a new type diamond
cell 共“plate DAC”兲 with conical anvils 共280 m culet size兲
with an X-ray aperture of 50°.17 The samples were placed in
the approximate center of a 100 m diameter hole of a tungsten gasket that was preindented to a thickness of 30 m.
Al2O3, KCl, or MgSiO3 dry gel were used as pressure transmitting media and to thermally insulate the sample from the
diamonds. In one experiment the sample assemblage con-

FIG. 3. 共a兲 X-ray diffraction patterns of the same molybdenum sample at 89 GPa 共pressure before heating 109 GPa兲. The pressure medium was MgSiO3 dry
gel. At 3160 K, a significant decrease in the intensity of the diffraction peaks of bcc-Mo and the appearance of the diffusive halo associated to liquid
molybdenum is observed 共see box兲. The reason for the coexistence of crystalline and liquid phases is most likely temperature fluctuations in the molten sample
due to changes in the laser absorption. All the peaks of the diffraction patterns collected before, during, and after heating correspond to bcc-Mo and the
MgSiO3 perovskite phase. 共b兲 CCD image of the x-ray pattern of the same sample at 3200 K showing diffuse scattering.
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FIG. 4. X-ray patterns of the Mo sample at 63 GPa 共71 GPa after Pth
consideration兲. The pressure medium was Al2O3. At 3041 K, the bcc-Mo
peaks disappear completely and a diffuse scattering halo characteristic of
melting becomes visible 共see box兲. After heating, the Mo peaks reappear. All
the peaks of the diffraction patterns correspond to bcc-Mo and Al2O3, indicating that no chemical reaction between the molten sample and pressure
medium had occurred.

sisted of two single crystal plates of Al2O3 and a ruby plate
with 10 m thickness each. The center Al2O3 plate had a
hole with 20 m in diameter that contained the sample. For
three runs, a 15– 20 m Mo grain was embedded in dry,
powdered MgSiO3 gel, and in one run a Mo grain was embedded in KCl powder. All starting materials were dried under vacuum at 120 ° C and then flushed with argon prior to
pressurizing. In the runs without a ruby plate, small ruby
chips were placed close to the sample. Pressures were measured before and after heating by the ruby fluorescence
method.18 The pressures measured in this way were in good
agreement with those obtained from the equation of state
共EOS兲 of Mo,19,20 Al2O3,21 and MgSiO3-perovskite,22 which
formed at high P-T conditions from the gel.
The samples were heated from both sides with two 40 W
Nd: YVO4 infrared lasers 共 = 1.064 m兲. The laser beams
were defocused to create a hotspot of 15– 20 m diameter.
The power and focusing of both lasers was adjusted to minimize the difference of temperatures between both sides of
the sample to 100 K. Temperatures were measured from the
center of the hotspot from areas of 2 m diameter by fitting
Planck’s radiation function to the spectra in the spectral
range of 600–800 nm assuming wavelength-independent
emissivities.23 Temperature gradients in the center of the
hotspot were within 100 K in an area with 10 m in diam-
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eter. During temperature cycling, slight changes in the location of the hotspot and alignment were corrected by piezoelectric mirror stages in order to maintain the center of the
hotspot on the pinhole of the spectrometer.
The thermal signals emitted by the sample were collected from both sides by Schwarzschild reflecting objectives, which also serve as imaging optics. On the side of the
incident X-ray beam a 45° mirror with a 2 mm hole was used
to simultaneously collect X-ray patterns and measure temperatures. On the back side, a 45° mirror mounted on a fast
pneumatic translation stage allowed the collection of the
emitted light in between X-ray exposures. X-ray measurements were performed at the ID-27 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 共ESRF兲 using an X-ray
wavelength of 0.3738 Å and a beam diameter of 3 m 共full
width at half maximum兲. Diffraction images were recorded
every 2 s with a Mar345 charge coupled device 共CCD兲 detector while the power of the lasers was increased in small
steps. The method of rapid X-ray detection has been previously used for Pb 共Ref. 24兲 and for iron,25 and also for low Z
elements such as oxygen.26 For iron and oxygen, the results
are in good agreement with optically detected melting data.
The diffraction patterns from the CCD detector were integrated as a function of 2 in order to obtain one-dimensional
diffraction profiles. The indexing and refinement of the powder patterns were performed using the DICVOL 共Ref. 27兲 and
POWDERCELL 共Ref. 28兲 program packages. All the peaks of
the diffraction patterns collected before, during and after the
heating process correspond to bcc-Mo and the pressure transmitting media.
The detection of melting by X-ray diffraction at very
high pressure is not straightforward because the intensity of
diffuse scattering from a liquid is relatively low. A diffusive
scattering halo can only be observed if a large portion of the
sample probed by X-rays is molten. However, this is difficult
to achieve because during melting the absorption properties
of the sample change rapidly. Moreover, sample containment
共to avoid the dispersion of the molten sample兲 and perfect
alignment of X-ray beam and hotspot are essential. Nevertheless, in three runs 共out of five兲 we managed to observe
typical changes in the diffraction patterns related to melting
such as diffuse scattering rings and the disappearance or significant decrease in the intensity of the X-ray diffraction
peaks of the solid. In the other two runs, using polycrystalline KCl and MgSiO3 dry gel as pressure media, no diffuse
scattering halo was observed. In these two and all the other
runs, however, we observed fast changes in the position and
intensity of the diffraction spots, which is indicative of the
onset of melting 共see below兲.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the temperatures of the
sample with increasing laser power. The initial temperature
of the ramp was 2200 K, far below the melting temperature
of molybdenum. At this temperature the initially fine-grained
polycrystalline sample was already strongly recrystallized as
evident from the spotty diffraction patterns. The powers of
the lasers were then increased to produce small temperature
steps of about 30 K. At melting 共at a temperature of 3160 K
at 89 GPa; Fig. 2兲 we observed diffusive scattering and a
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TABLE I. Melting temperatures of molybdenum, measured in the laser-heated diamond cell at different run
conditions.

Pressure after
heating
共GPa兲

Pressure at
melting, including
Pth
共GPa兲

Pressure
medium

Melting
temperature 共K兲

Melting detection
criterion 共see text兲

47⫾ 1

55⫾ 2

KCl

2990⫾ 80

63⫾ 1
81⫾ 1
110⫾ 1
111⫾ 1

71⫾ 2
89⫾ 2
117⫾ 2
119⫾ 2

Al2O3
MgSiO3
MgSiO3
MgSiO3

3041⫾ 100
3160⫾ 120
3140⫾ 120
3302⫾ 140

Rapid recrystallization
Diffusive scattering and
complete disappearance of
bcc-Mo diffraction peaks
Diffusive scattering
Rapid recrystallization
Diffusive scattering

significant decrease in the intensity of the diffraction peaks
of molybdenum 关see Figs. 3共a兲 and 共b兲兴 or their complete
disappearance 共see Fig. 4兲.
Rapid recording of X-ray patterns during temperature
cycling provided valuable information: raising temperatures
from about 2200 K did not noticeably change the diffraction
patterns. However about 150 K below the appearance of diffusive scattering or the disappearance of the Mo peaks we
always observed rapid changes in the position and intensity
of the diffraction spots in the diffraction patterns: typically a
decrease in the number of spots and an increase in their
intensity. This abrupt change in the diffraction patterns must
be due to the onset of melting of the sample allowing rapid
growth and reorientation of grains in the polycrystalline
sample. Subsequently, at slightly higher temperatures, a diffuse scattering halo became visible 关see Figs. 3共a兲 and 共b兲兴.
This halo is a consequence of the loss of atomic local order,
which it is attributed to the fact that the sample was molten.
In Fig. 3共a兲, a significant decrease of the intensity of the
peaks of bcc-Mo was observed, but they are still present.
These peaks correspond to crystalline Mo that coexists with
the liquid phase. The reasons for this apparent coexistence
are most likely fast temperature fluctuations in the molten
sample due to local changes in the laser absorption. The
X-ray exposure was about 2 s, thus sampling both solid and
liquid states. The melting temperature was taken at the onset
of diffuse scattering but, in fact, the melting temperature may
be slightly lower 共onset of melting兲 and the fact that the
temperature is measured from the hottest portion of the
sample 共heated surface兲.
Typically, at the onset of melting, the temperature increase becomes smaller with increasing laser power 共see Fig.
2兲. This observation is most likely due to a lower absorption
of the laser radiation by the melt than by the solid and an
increasing melt fraction at increasing laser power. This discontinuity in the temperature rise has often been used to
determine melting temperatures in laser-heating diamond cell
experiments.
When the laser power was decreased, the bcc-Mo diffraction spots reappeared at the same time as the diffuse
scattering disappeared, indicating freezing of the sample.
The fact that only Mo diffractions were observed showed
that chemical reaction between molten molybdenum and the

pressure transmitting medium had not occurred. Visual observations of the samples after heating showed typical melt
textures.
The melting data reported here were taken at pressures
of 47, 63, 81, 110, and 111 GPa. Pressures were measured
after heating using the ruby fluorescence scale, the EOS of
Mo and the EOS of the pressure transmitting media. For
these three methods, the pressures were within 1 GPa. To
these pressures, we have to add the thermal pressure consequence of heating the sample. The thermal pressures were
estimated calculating an approximate volumetric thermal expansivity 共Ref. 29兲 and, as the volume of Mo did not change
significantly with temperature, we assume that the bulk
modulus only depends on pressure 共K P = K0 + K0⬘ⴱ P兲. Thus,
the thermal pressure was determined: Pth = ␣ⴱK P*T, with values between 7 and 8 GPa at melting temperatures in the five
runs. Therefore, the pressures at melting were 55, 71, 89,
117, and 119 GPa, respectively. The run conditions, the melting temperatures and the criteria used to detect melting are
listed in Table I. In the runs at 47 and 63 GPa, using KCl and
single crystal Al2O3 plates, respectively, as a pressure transmitting medium, no substantial change in pressure after a
heating cycle was observed with respect to that measured
before heating. In the runs at 81, 110, and 111 GPa with
MgSiO3 dry gel as pressure transmitting medium, a significant pressure release 共about 25 GPa兲 was detected after heating. This pressure difference is due to the formation of crystalline MgSiO3-perovskite, which is significantly denser than
the amorphous starting material.
At 63, 81, and 111 GPa 共71, 89, and 119 GPa, respectively, after adding the thermal pressure兲, we observe diffuse
scattering from liquid Mo. Melting temperatures for these
three experiments were 3041, 3160, and 3302 K, respectively. At these pressures, the melting temperatures of Al2O3
and MgSiO3 are substantially higher,30,31 and therefore melting of the pressure media could not have contributed to the
observed diffuse scattering. In the two other experiments, no
diffuse scattering but the onset of rapid recrystallization was
observed at 2990 K and 47 GPa 共55 GPa after Pth consideration兲 and at 3140 K and 110 GPa 共117 GPa after Pth consideration兲. As mentioned above, these recrystallization temperatures 共assigned to partial melting兲 are typically lower
than those obtained from observation of diffusive scattering.
Our data on Mo are represented in Fig. 5 together with pre-
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FIG. 5. DAC melting data of Mo. Previous measurements using the laser
speckle method and melt textures to detect melting are represented by empty
circles 共Ref. 2共a兲兲. Present X-ray diffraction data are represented by solid
squares: fully melted 共diffuse scattering兲 and by solid circles: partially
melted 共recrystallization兲.

vious static compression results where melting was determined by the laser speckle method.2共a兲 Our data are consistent with these earlier optical measurements and show that
the melting temperatures level off at 3300 K and 119 GPa.
They not only confirm the earlier DAC melting data but also
rule out the possibility of a solid-solid high-pressure hightemperature 共HP-HT兲 phase transition. A re-evaluation of
earlier Poisson ratio data from shock experiments described
in the following paragraph will improve our knowledge on
the HP-HT structural behavior of Mo.
III. POISSON RATIOS AND SHOCK SOUND SPEED
MEASUREMENTS

The Poisson ratio 共兲 is the ratio of strain in the lateral
direction, relative to the strain in the longitudinal direction. It
can be calculated from the longitudinal 共CL兲 and bulk 共CB兲
sound speeds measured in shock experiments1 by using the
expression
CL/CB = 关3共1 − 兲/共1 + 兲兴1/2 .
In the present application, the Poisson ratios provide useful
criteria for examining the structural changes in Mo along the
Hugoniot. For isotropic materials, such as ideal bcc and
close-packed structures such as hcp and fcc,  = 0.25, and for
liquids  = 0.5. For Mo,  = 0.31, and for Al,  = 0.32. For
most close-packed metals  is in the range of 0.28–0.36. For
the purpose of this study we refer to any phase of Mo with a
value of  above this range, as non-close packed. Our use of
this term necessarily includes phases such as glasses, amorphous solids, etc., that may be present, but are beyond our
ability to designate.
In order to acquire some guidance in interpreting the Mo
data, we first consider the sound speed measurements of
Shaner et al.32 that lead to the detecting shock melting of Al.
Al melting has been measured in a DAC,33 and it is understood to be a transition directly from an fcc solid to a pure
atomic-like liquid.34 Plotted in Fig. 6, are the sound speed
measurements of shock compressed Al and Mo 共Ref. 1兲 versus the Hugoniot pressure. The sound speeds for fcc Al, increase linearly with pressure up to 120 GPa and then show a
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FIG. 6. Longitudinal and bulk sound velocities obtained from shock experiments for Al 共Ref. 33兲 and Mo 共Ref. 1兲.

discontinuous drop to the liquid caused by the loss of shear
strength. A data point has been taken in the mixed phase
region at 145 GPa is indicative of a mixed solid-liquid phase.
The Poisson ratios calculated for Al are plotted in Fig. 7. In
the fcc phase, they show a small increase in the Ratio from
 = 0.32 at P = 0, to  = 0.34 near 120 GPa. This is followed
by a discontinuous jump 共melting兲 to the liquid value of 
= 0.5. The singular experimental point at 140 GPa, and 
= 0.46, lies in the mixed phase region.
In the case of Mo, an interpretation of the sound speed
data is problematical. The values of  obtained from the
reported Mo sound speeds1 are plotted in Fig. 8. Noteworthy
is the absence of shock measurements below 150 GPa. A
similar plot can be constructed for Ta.32 Following the example of Al we assume the P = 0 GPa bcc value of  = 0.31,
remains a constant up to 119 GPa, the highest pressure at
which Mo DAC melting measurements had been made. The
value of  then increases to  = 0.42 near 150 GPa that is the
lowest pressure at which shock measurements were made.
This means that none of the shock measurements made for
Mo were in the bcc phase. Clearly then, there must be a bcc
to noncrystalline transition starting at some pressure between
119 and 150 GPa 共⬃3000 K兲. This would place the shock
transition in agreement with a linear extrapolation of the
DAC melting curve.

FIG. 7. Poisson ratios for Al vs pressure, obtained from the longitudinal and
bulk sound velocities obtained from shock experiment 共Ref. 33兲.
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FIG. 8. Poisson ratios for Mo vs pressure, obtained from the longitudinal
and bulk sound velocities obtained from shock experiments 共Ref. 1兲.

At pressures above 150 GPa, the values of  decrease
sharply to 210 GPa, and rise again at 220 GPa. This is the
discontinuity reported as the 210 GPa shock transition, and it
is not directly from the bcc phase, but it is from a structure in
the intermediate pressure range from 150 to 210 GPa. Hixson et al.1 noted that at 210 GPa the Poisson ratio of 0.4 was
considerably higher than the normal density value. At pressures above 210 GPa the value of  rises steadily to 
= 0.44 at 380 GPa, where it jumps to the liquid value of 
= 0.5, at 390 GPa and melts. The nearly linear increase in the
Poisson ratio above 210 GPa indicates a continuous loss of
shear strength. This loss is consistent with a solid-liquid mixture in which the liquid fraction is increasing as it approaches the pure liquid. While the Poisson ratios do not
provide specific determinations of the atomic structures they
do eliminate the possibility of a bcc-hcp, or any other crystalline phase transition, at 210 GPa.
Based on the constraints imposed by the static DAC
measurements and Poisson ratios from shock experiments,
we propose the phase diagram, described in Fig. 9. In this
diagram the bcc phase extends at 3250 K to 150 GPa, the
pressure at which the Poisson Ratios point to a transition
from bcc to a new noncrystalline phase, possibly close to the
A15 structure. This structure is known to compete favorably
with bcc, for the neighboring metals Mo, Nb, Ta, and W.35
The melt line extends to the 210 GPa shock discontinuity.
Above 150 GPa the melt is a solid-liquid mixture bounded
roughly by a transition region extending from 150 GPa 共4100
K兲 to 390 GPa 共10 000 K兲. This prediction can be verified
by new shock measurements of the sound speeds between
about 100 and 200 GPa.

IV. FREE ENERGY MODEL

In this section we will attempt to show, by the use of a
free energy model, that the unique features of the Mo phase
diagram are a consequence of the presence of local structures
in the liquid. This model is clearly not predictive of the melting of Mo beyond the P-T range of this paper, but it allows
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FIG. 9. The proposed Mo phase diagram described in text. DAC melting
共open circles兲 共Ref. 4兲. Shock transitions 共crosses兲 共Ref. 1兲. The small
dashed curve is a bcc to non-close-packed solid phase line. The long dashed
line is an extension of the DAC melting curve passing through the 210 GPa
shock transition. The dashed-dotted line defines roughly a predicted mixed
viscous melt to liquid phase line.

to expand our understanding of the physics responsible for
the low melting temperatures recorded by the experimental
measurements. Evidence for the presence of local structures
in transition metal liquids is supported by an extensive body
of experimental and theoretical investigations.35–43 The stability of these structures are attributed to the partially filled
d-electron bands and directional bonding of transition metals
that lead to the formation of preferred local structures with
polytetrahedral, or fivefold ISRO. These structures have a
lower energy, and are more densely packed than bcc, fcc, and
hcp structures.
Local structures in the liquid are at the most elementary
level soluble impurities that lower the melting temperature
by increasing the communal entropy. This is classic freezing
point depression. Since local structures are denser than the
atomic liquid, compression favors an increase in their concentration with pressure thereby maintaining a melting temperature lowering and leading to low melting slopes
共dT / dP兲. Although it is impossible to create a crystal with
icosahedral symmetry, randomly packed clusters with ISROs
may evolve continuously and be interconnected throughout
the liquid frustrating long-range ordering and crystal formation.
While a rigorous theoretical prediction of the Mo melting curve is clearly beyond the scope of this report, a considerable degree of understanding can be acquired by employing a free energy model in which calculations of the
melting curve are made, first by omitting local structures and
subsequently by including the free energy contribution of the
local structures. A version of the model has been described
previously.3,44
For the first case, we write the excess Helmholtz free
energy for a system of solid and liquid atoms interacting by
inverse-power repulsive potentials, 共r兲 = B / rn, as
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FIG. 10. Calculated model melting curves. DAC open circles 共Refs. 3 and
4兲. Melting curves omitting local structures 共small dashed curve兲, and including local structures by fitting to measurements 共dashed-dotted兲. Shock
transitions 共crosses兲 共Ref. 1兲.

FIG. 11. Calculated volume fractions of local structures in the melt vs
pressure as described in text.
l
l
Fex
= Ulat + Fth-inv6
+ xUlcl + kT关x ln x + 共1 − x兲ln共1 − x兲兴.

共3兲
s
Fex

= UM +

s
Fth-invn
,

l
l
Fex
= U M + Fth-invn
.

共1兲

In each expression, the first term is the Madelung energy
共U M 兲 of the solid and the second is the thermal free energy of
atomic motion in the solid and liquid, respectively. The thermodynamic properties of the inverse-power potential has
been studied extensively by computer simulations, and the
thermal free energy terms in Eq. 共1兲 have been fitted to analytic expressions of the free energy.45 Although the same U M
is used to represent the solid and liquid Madelung energy, the
thermal contributions to the liquid free energy are determined from a fit to the total excess free energy, in effect
correcting for the Madelung term. This is a reasonable approximation for transition metals, in which the volume
changes of melting are typically 1%–2 %.
A useful simplification for real systems is to replace the
Madelung energy, U M , by Ulat the lattice energy determined
from a Birch–Murnaghan fit to the experimental room temperature isotherm,46 corrected to T = 0 K. The excess Helmholtz free energy can now expressed written as
s
s
Fex
= Ulat + Fth-invn
.
l
l
Fex
= Ulat + Fth-invn
.

共2兲

The model has the attractive feature that it reproduces the
room temperature solid isotherm, and provides a thermodynamically consistent set of solid and liquid free energy functions. Melting is determined by matching free energies of the
two phases.
As it stands, the model requires two adjustable parameters, B and n, in the potential. As in the bcc-hcp case we
chose n = 6, and B = 400 eV cm6, values that had been determined by fitting the model predictions to the experimental
Mo Hugoniot.1 Using these parameters two sets of melting
calculations were made. In one set, using Eq. 共2兲, atoms in
the bcc solid melt to an atomic liquid. In the second set,
terms were added to the liquid free energy in order to account for the influence local structures. In this case, the free
energy of the liquid is modified to

The added terms are Ucl, the binding energy of a local structure, and the communal entropy of liquid-cluster mixing.
Since Ucl is unknown, and to avoid adding poorly known
parameters we set Ucl = 0. The parameter x is defined here as
the volume fraction of local structures in the melt, x = Vst / V,
where Vst is the effective total volume of local structures in a
volume, V. The volume fraction, x, is used here as a parameter to fit the DAC melting measurements and the 210 GPa
shock discontinuity. By adjusting value of x to fit the measurements it implicitly includes contributions from the omitted Ucl and geometric frustration that is not a thermodynamic
driver, but does act to inhibit long-ranged order and crystalline formation. Figure 10 shows the DAC melting measurements, the shock melting points, and calculations made with
the present model of melting, without local structures and
with local structures fitted to the DAC and 210 GPa shock
discontinuity. The melting curve calculated by omitting local
structures is in very good agreement with the computer simulations of Belonoshko et al.5 共see Fig. 1兲. In reality, there is
no experimental evidence that this melting curve exists. The
fraction of local structures required to fit the melting measurements are plotted in Fig. 11. The fraction rises steadily to
a maximum of x = 0.5, at 150 GPa. At this pressure the fraction of local liquid structures is sufficiently large to create a
solid-liquid mixed phase.
Frank47 was the first to suggest that the surprising stability of undercooled metals against crystallization could be
based on the packing of fivefold symmetric icosahedral units.
In terms of Frank’s idea the phase diagram of Mo can be
viewed, in a broad sense, as one in which the bcc solid is in
equilibrium with a pressure stabilized clustered melt. While
the present model is not predictive, it is transparent, and
connects the DAC and shock measurements, and introduces
local structures into the phase diagram in a manner thermodynamically consistent and in the spirit of Frank’s proposal.
V. DISCUSSION

The bcc-melting curve has now been reproduced by two
independent sets of DAC measurements. First, made at the
Max-Planck Institut in Mainz, by observing speckle motion
in the melt and melt structures2共a兲 up to 90 GPa, and now by
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X-ray diffraction measurements made at the ESRF in
Grenoble extended to 119 GPa. The appearance of diffuse
X-ray scattering, disappearance of diffraction peaks, and
rapid recrystallization in the experiments provide strong evidence for melting, supporting a melting curve on Mo with a
low slope. The experimental evidence is clear that there are
no high temperature bcc to hcp or fcc transitions up to 119
GPa. The presence of such a transition would have been
readily detected by the X-ray measurements. These data, and
the Poisson ratios obtained from the sound speed data above
150 GPa in the shock experiments, are in disagreement with
the proposed bcc-hcp shock transition at 210 GPa first
proposed.1 In terms of understanding the nature of the melt a
free energy model suggests that the Mo melt is a complex
structured liquid more akin to supercooled liquid phase than
a simple liquid. Unfortunately, the X-ray diffraction data obtained in the present study are not suited to detect the presence of local structures in the melt. Local structures in transition metal liquids have been detected by neutron
scattering,36,37 and X-ray scattering techniques.38 Theoretical
studies, that focus on determining the microscopic local
structure of the liquid melt38–43 would be helpful in better
understanding the phase diagram.
It should be obvious that the phase diagram of Mo possess many features that are unique and worthy of further
investigation. The fact that unusually low melting slopes
have also been found in the early transition metals Ta, W, Cr,
Ti, V, and Y indicates that the present results are a general
feature of the early transition metals and not confined to Mo.
Mo is unique, only because it has been examined extensively
by shockwave experiments. Ta, while less fully examined by
shock experiments, appears to have many of the same features as Mo.4 A more detailed understanding of the Mo phase
diagram invites new shock measurements of the sound
speeds between about 100 and 210 GPa. The necessary experimental facilities exist, and the expertise is available.
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